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Evolution of TKA Technique

• Semi freehand cuts to fit limited implant 
inventory

• EM or IM based universal cutting jigs 
based on average anatomy

• Use of computer assisted navigation to 
mount universal cutting jigs on bone

• Computer assisted image analysis to 
create custom fitted cutting guides



Fundamental Arthroplasty 
Principles

• Bone cuts should restore 
mechanical axis through 
center of knee

• Proper component 
rotational alignment is 
essential

• Soft tissues should be well 
balanced
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Why is preoperative planning 
important?

• Create a “blueprint”
for the surgical 
procedure and 
anticipate variations 
in anatomy

• Improve efficiency 
and decrease error 
rate in the operating 
room
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Principal Steps in NavigationPrincipal Steps in Navigation

– Data Acquisition
• Pre-op imaging and kinematic 

data.
– Registration

• Surgeon controlled definition of 
anatomic landmarks.

– Tracking
• How the computer monitors 

each aspect of the surgery.
– Verification

• Surgeon feedback to the 
system verifying accuracy of 
the model.



Instruments for Navigation



What is CPI?

• Bone resection guides 
manufactured by using an 
individual patient’s anatomic 
information

• Information obtained from 
preoperative imaging studies

• Guides created as part of an 
overall surgical plan that is 
approved by surgeon prior to 
manufacture

• “Navigation in a box”



Navigation for Dummies

“Every time I learn 
something new, it 
pushes some old stuff 
out of my brain”

- Homer Simpson

or. . . . 



Resection Guides



Surgical Instrumentation



CPI Philosophy

• Every patient is different- customization 
makes sense (to surgeon and patient)

• Define patient anatomy and generate 
surgical plan that can be reviewed (and 
amended) prior to surgery

• Simplifies surgical procedure
• Provides real time feedback of surgical 

precision and accuracy (like CAS)



The TruMatch Process

• Patient indicated for TKA, consents to CT scan 
for generation of images suitable for CPI 
process

• CT scan data sent to Depuy
• Engineers evaluate and process scan and 

generate surgical plan based on predefined 
surgeon preferences

• Surgeon approves (or modifies) plan and Depuy 
manufactures custom resection guides

• Guides delivered sterile to operating room 



Choice of Imaging Studies for CPI

• Plain radiographs
– Requires special techniques, complex 

algorithm for analysis (2D to 3D)
• MRI

– Relatively inaccurate bone mapping
– No limb alignment data

• CT
– Faster, less expensive than MRI
– Optimum bone mapping and limb alignment
– Ionizing radiation, no cartilage mapping 



CPI: Pros

• Patient appreciates the concept of customization
• Surgeon gets a precise surgical plan

– Intraoperative accuracy measurement
• Operating room requires fewer instruments

– Inventory, sterilization
• Decreased surgical time

– Less set-up, fewer surgical steps, no IM violation
• Cost savings for hospital
• Revenue generation from outpatient imaging 

studies



CPI: Cons

• Increased preoperative logistical effort
– CT scan (radiation)
– Plan generation 
– Plan approval 
– Manufacture and delivery of resection guides
– One month lead time

• Cost of CT scan
• Cost of resection guides

– evolving
•



When is Trumatch Indicated?

• No absolute 
contraindications

• Patient must be amenable 
to CT scan

• Particularly useful for:
– Distorted anatomy
– Severe OA
– Retained hardware
– When IM instrumentation is 

problematic 



My Experience with CPI Project



Let’s Do a Case





CT Protocol



















“The Money Page”





Surgical Plan



Femoral Resection Guide



Tibial Resection Guide























Customized Patient 
Instrumentation

• The next great thing in TKA
• Potential benefits to all stakeholders 
• Every implant company has versions in 

development or in marketplace
• Depuy TruMatch has specific advantages

– Surgical plan
– Validated accuracy and precision
– High quality resection guides



“Old School”



Thank You
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